American Percussion Schuetzen Rifle .......................#Book-APS by J. Hamilton and T. Rowe
A new style of offhand rifle evolved in the latter half of the 19th century that absorbed the heavy Germanic rifle and melded it with the simplicity of design found on English sporting arms. The authors reveal how these two firearm formats were blended to produce a precision percussion muzzle-loading target rifle that was tailored to the American Rifleman. The works of the many gunsmiths are documented in color, and the loading accessories deemed necessary to properly serve these extraordinary arms. Hard cover, full color photos, 384 pages.

#Book-APS American Percussion Schuetzen Rifle only $89.99

Alte Scheibenwaffen ................................................ #Book-AS-V1
Old German Target Arms, Volume 1 by J. Thompson, C. Dillon, A. Hallock, B. Loos, and T. Rowe
The arms covered in this volume are: Schutzen rifles, Vogelbuchsen (bird target rifles), Kleinkaliber (.22 target rifles), Wehrmannsgewehr (Militiaman's rifles), Scheibenpistolen (early free pistols), and Zimmerstutzen (parlor rifles). This first volume covers the early history of German target shooting from the early middle ages to just before World War II, as well as rifles from matchlock to percussion. Also covered are the Bundesschiessen (state or national shoots) and associated memorabilia. American shooters at the Bundesschiessen, Vogelbuche and the Aydt, Badar, Bornmuller and Cuchel Schuetzen rifles. Hard cover 388 pages, full color photos.

#Book-AS-V1 Old German Target Arms, Volume 1 only $89.99

Alte Scheibenwaffen ................................................ #Book-AS-V2
Old German Target Arms, Volume 2 by J. Thompson, C. Dillon, A. Hallock, B. Loos, and T. Rowe
A continuing study of the various German target arms reveals a vast and little understood subject. Many wonderful examples are shown from some of the best collections in the world. Information in these chapters will dispell many of the erroneous facts about them. Also included is a Directory of makers from the center of German gun manufacturing - Zella, Mehlis, and Suhl. Hard cover, 422 pages, full color photos.

#Book-AS-V2 Old German Target Arms, Volume 2 only $89.99

Alte Scheibenwaffen ................................................ #Book-AS-V3
Old German Target Arms, Volume 3 by J. Thompson, C. Dillon, A. Hallock, B. Loos, and T. Rowe
The arms covered in this volume are the pistols and parlor (Zimmerstutzen) rifles. The Germans almost single-handedly created free pistols and the vast array of types makes a interesting collection. The Zimmerstutzens which died out because of laws during the occupation after World War II, were the predecessors to todays air rifle shooting. Again there is an endless variety of types and variations. The accessories such as sights and loading tools as well as medals, steins, and related items comprise the balance of the book. Hard cover, 388 pages, full color photos.

#Book-AS-V3 Old German Target Arms, Volume 3 only $89.99

No credit card?
Create an on-line order, using our web shopping cart.
Enter your address to display shipping cost.
Print your order, attach your check, and mail it!
www.trackofthewolf.com

Antique Gun Tools

Early Loading Tools & Bullet Moulds.......................#Book-ELTBM by R. H. Chamberlain
A survey of reloadable cartridges introduces loading tools and moulds made by Winchester, Marlin and Ballard, Maynard and Stevens, Sharps, Smith & Wesson and Ideal. Soft cover, 88 pages.

#Book-ELTBM Early Loading Tools only $ 7.50

Reloading Tools, Sights & Telescopes for Single Shot Rifles by Gerald O. Kelver.................................#Book-RTST
This book details the various hand reloading tools, and the sights and telescopes that have been used through the years on single-shot rifles. An entire chapter has been devoted to the Schuetzen rifle. Soft cover, 163 pages.

#Book-RTST Reloading Tools only $13.99

Gun Tools, Their History and Identification, Vol. 1 ..#Book-GT-V1 by James Shaffer and R. Stephen Dorsey
Filled with information and photos of Gun Tools, U.S., Confederate, and foreign. With 600 black and white photos in 380 pages, this book provides the reader with an historical narrative of gun tool terms, history and usage.

#Book-GT-V1 Gun Tools, Volume 1 only $26.50

Gun Tools, Their History and Identification, Vol. 2 ..#Book-GT-V2 by James Shaffer and R. Stephen Dorsey
Volume 2 addresses loading aids, aiming and optical devices, artillery fuse setters and cleaning aids. Many Confederate pieces are also shown for the first time as well as treasures from H.M. Tower of London, Imperial War Museum and Pattern Room Collections.

#Book-GT-V2 Gun Tools, Volume 2 only $26.50